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Data Currency
This map contains bicycle rack data that is current as of April 2010.

Data Format
This data is in .kml format, easily displayed in Google Earth, Google Maps, and similar applications.

Theme Keywords
New York City, Bicycle, Bike, Racks, Map, City Racks Program, User Feedback, CityRacks, Parking

Abstract
This map contains the locations CityRacks installed by the New York City Department of Transportation in New York City from 1996 through present. The dataset currently contains locations of 8940 racks installed in 7366 locations. The data is a representation of approximate locations of New York City Racks. The displayed locations are based on the nearest street address to each rack. The locations were geocoded using the LION Locator created by New York City Department of City Planning. This dataset will be updated on a periodic basis as new racks are installed.
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If you have questions or concerns about the creation of this data please email cityrack@dot.nyc.gov.